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1 Safety Regulations
1.0 Relevant Safety Reminders

Lighting
Keep enough lighting strength in order to use the lift safe. Please provide the
200Lux on site and no additional risk.
Don’t use this lift outdoor. And if user uses it outdoor, please think about the
wind, lightning, rain hazards and so on.
This machine must stand on a level ground except any slope. Please check the level
of the machine before using it.
Dismantling and disposal
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.
Only appropriately trained personnel may dismantle and dispose of the unit.
Dismantling
To dismantle the this product, proceed as follows:
ELECTRICAL HAZARD!
When carrying out any decommissioning and dismantling work on the unit, switch
off all power supply connections, ensure they cannot be switched on
unintentionally and verify that they have been disconnected. Earth and
short-circuit them, and cover or otherwise isolate any neighboring live parts.
Failure to do so may lead to serious injuries or death.

HIGH PRESSURE HAZARD.
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When carrying out any unit decommissioning and dismantling work, close off and
empty all the connection pipes until the pressure is the same as the ambient air
pressure. Failure to do so may lead to injury.

PERSONAL INJURY!
Secure the unit against slipping.
The unit is ready for transporting.
It is important that all transport information is observed.
Disposal
A specialist company with the appropriate competence must dispose of the unit
and individual components. This technical services department must ensure that:
–

the components are separated according to material types

–

the operating materials are sorted and separated according to their properties.

ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.
Dispose of all components and operating materials (such as oil, refrigerant and
water-glycol mixture) separately according to material and in line with local laws
and environmental regulations.
Regular information

EC Declaration of conformity
The equipment which accompanies this declaration is in conformity
with EU Directive(s):
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2006/42/EC Machinery Directive
2014/30/EU Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive

Manufacturer:
Name: HAUVREX AUTOTIVE EQUIPMENT (LINAN) CO., LTD.
Address: C207 No. 68 Huaqiao Rd. Jincheng Linan Hangzhou Zhejiang

The undersigned declares that the described products meet the essential
requirements of the below mentioned standards as based on above mentioned
directives.The item of equipments, which identified below, has been subject to
internal manufacturing checks with monitoring of the final assessment by third
party.

Noise declaration
Sound power level: LWA<85dB
Accompanied uncertainly K=4 dB
This measurement made in according with EN ISO 3746:2010
Applied operating conditions are:
All the motor is running with normal operation speed.
“The figure quoted are emission levels and are not necessarily safe working levels. Whilst
there is a correlation between the emission and exposure levels, this can’t be used
reliably to determine weather or nor further precautions are required. Factors that
influence the actual level of exposure of the workforce include the characteristics of the
working room, the other source of noise etc. i.e. the number of the machines and other
adjacent processes. Also the permissible exposure level can vary from country to
country. This information, however, will enable the user of the machine to make a better
evaluation of the hazard and risk.”
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1.1 Safety Instructions
 The machine should only be used by authorized and properly trained personnel.
Improper operation will lead to wrong measuring results.
 Calibration must be done in strict accordance with the manual. Incorrect
calibration will cause the balancer not to work properly.
 Operational environment should conform to regulations of this manual.
 Power supply and air supply must conform to the requirement of this
equipment.
 Wheel guard must be set in the effective protection state.
 Violating the transport and operation instructions in this manual is strictly
prohibited. Manufacturer will not take responsibility for any damage or injury
caused by such operation.
 Exceeding the measuring range of the equipment might cause damage and
inaccurate measurement.
 If the operator fails to follow the safety regulation and causes damage to the
equipment by dismounting the safety device, the manufacturer will stop its
safety commitment immediately.
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1.2 Safety Signs
Warning! All switches are powered on!

Do not apply any force to the balance shaft when moving the machine!

Mind your hands when installing and tightening the rim!

The machine will protectively stop working when opening the guard!

Safely earthed!

Laser marker is working. Do not look straight at it lest eyes should
be hurt.
No trampling!

Mount and dismount the wheel with the foot pedal when the
wheel guard is open.
Stop measurement and brake the wheel with the foot pedal when
the wheel guard is closed.
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2 Technical Specification
2.1

Overall Appearance

Fig.1 appearance structure
Table 1 appearance structure description
No.

description

U-581H

U-581H-1

1

Wheel guard

√

√

2

Ultrasonic width gauge B holder

√

√

3

Ultrasonic sensor

√

√

4

Main display control unit

√

√

5

Display holder

√

√

6

ABS cover and weight tray

√

√

7

Power switch

√

√

8

Atomized lubricator and oil-water separator

9

No.2 taper sleeve

√

√

10

Taper sleeve rod

√

√

11

No.3 taper sleeve

√

√

12

No.4 taper sleeve

√

√

13

Cabinet

√

√

14

Front control panel

√

√

15

Automatic gauge

√

√

16

Balance shaft

√

√

17

Fitting surface flange plate

√

√

18

Foot pedal

19

Standby switch

√

√

20

No.1 taper sleeve

√

√

21

Steel ring nylon bowel

√

√

22

Quick change nut/Adaptor

quick change

adaptor

√

√

nut
23

Sticking weight light

√

√

24

Laser marker

√

√

25

Wheel guard bag

√

√
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2.2 Control Panel
2.2.1 Operation panel
Table 2 Control panel functions
No.

Function description

1

Rotary knob

2

F1/automatic positioning on

3

F2/electric brake on/off

4

start / stop。

Fig.2 front control panel

2.2.2 Icon description
Table 3 main screen button functions
icon

description

icon

description

Multi-users selection button. Press this button to

Accessory selection button. Press this button to

change from User1 to User 4. (See details in Chapter

select relative accessories (See detail in Chapter

5.3.12 Multi-users management )

5.3.14 Usage of accessory )

Weight type selection button. Press this button to

Settings button. Enter settings with this button.
(See details in Chapter 6 System settings )

select different weight type. See details in
Chapter 5.3.3.1 Weight material and type )
Calibration button. Enter calibration program with

Test button. Press this button to enter test program.

this button. ( See details in Chapter 7 Calibration

(See details in Chapter 8 Test program )

program )
Balance position brake button.(See details in
Chapter

5.3.15.8

position

brake

Prompt：Press F2 button to “ lock/ unlock”

correction

program )
Prompt：Press this button to enter measurement
screen

Table 4 LCD screen icon description
icon

description

icon

description

No accessory is installed

Accessory No.1 is being used.

The current status is motorcycle balance

The current status is car balance.

User 1

Weight material is Zn.

Weight material is Fe.

Weight material is Pb.

The current status is “ balance position lock

Laser mark is indicating unbalance position. Do

correction”

not look straight at it.

Wheel is locked.

Balance position at 12 o’clock.

Balance position at 6 o’clock.

Clean the surface of the rim where the weight
to be stuck.
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Table 5 measurement screen button functions
icon

description

icon

Return button. Press it to return to the main screen.

description
Lighting switch. Press it to control the light inside
the wheel.

Weight unit shift button. Press it to shift gram/OZ.

Fine reading. Press it to read the exact value of the
weight in gram or OZ.

Measurement mode selection button. Press it to

Manually input wheel parameters button. Press it

enter “ measurement mode selection” screen.

to enter parameter input status.( See Chapter

( See Chapter 5.3.1 Balance mode selection )

5.3.2.2 Manually input wheel parameter )

OPT button. It appears when OPT condition is

SPL button. It appears when weight split condition

available. ( See Chapter 5.3.6 OPT function )

is available. See Chapter 5.3.9 SPL function )

12 o’clock /6o’clock shift button. In weight

Motorcycle accessory balance button. (See

sticking status press it to select 12o’clock or 6

Chapter 5.3.10.1 Motorcycle accessory tare

o’clock.

weight removing operation )

Prompt：Press F1 to automatically locate unbalance

Prompt：Press F2 to lock / unlock.

point.
Prompt: Start/ Stop

Prompt: Start/Stop

Table 6 Settings screen button functions
icon

description

icon

description

inquiry

Language settings

Wheel guard function settings

Balance weight settings.

Gauge A measurement and display setting

Gauge B measurement and display setting

Gauge D measurement and display setting

Control panel setting

Accessory parameter setting

Assisted lifter control setting

Prompt: Press F2 to return to the main screen.

Table 7 Calibration screen button functions
icon

description

icon

description

Zero shaft calibration

Weight calibration

Gauge A calibration

Gauge Bcalibration

Gauge D calibration

Prompt: press F1 to shift unit mm/inch.

图 3 按钮图标
prompt：Press F2 to return to main screen.
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Table 8 Test screen button functions
icon

description

icon

description

Switch test

Motor control test

Piezoelectric sensor signal test

A/D，B gauge test.

Electric board nodes voltage test

Prompt：Press F2 to return to the main sceen.

Table 9 Selection screen button description
icon

description

icon

description

Select “dynamic balance”

Select “EALU1 balance”

Select “EALU1 balance”

Select “ALU1 balance”

Select “ALU2 balance”

Select “ALU3 balance”

Select “ALU4 balance”

Select “ALU5 balance”

Select “ALU6 balance”

Select “ALU7 balance”

Select

“ radial

runout

and

axial

runout

Select “ motorcycle dynamic balance”

measurement”
Select “motorcycle static balance”

Select “static 1 mode”

Select “static 2 mode”

Select “ static 3 mode”

Select “ static 4 mode”

Select “static 5 mode”

Prompt：Press F2 to return to the main screen.

2.2.3 Button operation instruction图 3

按钮图标

Button operation is shown
in Fig.4. Turn the rotary knob
to move the cursor ， press
down the knob and enter
selection. F1 and F2 buttons
work for the corresponding
function in different screens.

Fig.4 button operation
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START and STOP buttons work for the corresponding function shown in the
diamond type icons.
2.3 Main Functions
Table 10 functions description of all models
Description

U-581H

U-581H-1

Standard dynamic balance

√

√

Static mode1-5

√

√

ALU1~ALU7 balance mode

√

√

EALU1~EALU2 balance mode

√

√

OPT balance in dynamic and static balance mode

√

√

SPL in ALU and EALU mode

√

√

Rim radial runout and axial runout measurement mode （PP）

√

√

Motorcycle standard dynamic balance

√

√

Motorcycle static balance

√

√

Motorcycle accessory tare weight removing function

√

√

Gram/oz, mm./in. shift function

√

√

Automatic gauges (a-d）and lighting function

√

√

Ultrasonic automatic gauge （b）function

√

√

Automatic gauge assisted weight sticking function

√

√

Weight sticking/cleaning position shift function

√

√

12o’clock weight sticking position laser indicating function

√

√

6o’clock cleaning sticking position laser indicating function

√

√

Automatic locating and locking function

√

√

Self- calibration function

√

√
√

Automatically clamp shaft
Manually clamp shaft

√

Guard protection function

√

√

Trouble self -check and diagnosis function

√

√
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2.4 Main Technical Specification
Table 11 measurement range
Power supply (single phase)

220 V / 50 Hz
110 V / 60 Hz

Air supply: only for U-581H-1

0.45-0.8 MPa

Protection grade

IP 54

Power consumption

180W

Max RPM

160 r/min

Cycle time

Average 7-11s
10 mm — 350 mm

0.4“— 13.8”

rim diameter -d-

254 mm — 813 mm

10.0”—32.0”

wheel width -b-

38 mm — 636 mm

1.5”— 25.0”

wheel diameter

≤ 1100 mm

wheel weight

< 75 kg

< 165 lb

Measurement error

≤ ±1g

0.1 oz

Phase error

≤ ±1°

Automatic gauge error

±1mm

±0.1”

Net weight

82 kg （U-581H）

180.80 lb

96 kg （U-581H-1）

211.60 lb

Measurement range

length-a-

Average noise

<70dB

Working environment

Temperature -20℃～50℃

≤ 43.3”

Relative humidity≤85%

3 Transport and Storage
The balancer must be transported and stored in its
original package and should be stacked according to
the instruction on the package.
Transport the package with a fork lift with relevant
capacity as shown in Fig.5.
Fig.5 packing and transport
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4 Installation
4.1 Unpack the Package
 Check the package first. If there is any doubt, stop unpacking and contact the
supplier and shipping agent immediately.
 If the package is in good condition, open it and check to make sure that each
component quantity is in accordance with the packing list. Check the machine
and accessories.
 Remove the bolts which fix the bottom of the box and machine. Place the
balancer steady.
 If there is any question, do not use the machine and contact the supplier
immediately.
4.2 Installation Field
 The working environment should comply with the requirement in 2.4. The
ground should be level and solid without vibration.

Fig.6 Space requirement

 Power sockets should match the power requirements in 2.4. For U-581H,-1 air
supply should be provided too in accordance with requirement in 2.4.
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 Space of installation should meet the size requirement described in Fig.6 to
make sure that all the components work without any limitation.
 Balancer must not be exposed to sunshine and rain. A shelter should be built if
using it outdoors.
4.3 Parts Assembly
4.3.1 Shaft assembly
Take out the lead screw parts (Fig.7)or automatic shaft parts (Fig.8) from the
accessory box and assemble them as shown in the figures below.

Fig.7

U-581H shaft lead screw assembly

Fig.8 U-581H-1 automatic shaft

assembly

4.3.2 Guard assembly
The guard bag assembly
is shown in Fig. 9.
Connect
switch
then

the
plug

fix

guard

first

the

Fig.9 guard , rod sleeve assembly

and

bag

in

the

corresponding position.
4.3.3Taper sleeve installation
（Fig.10）

Fig.10 power supply connection
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4.4 Power and Air Supply Connection
4.4.1Main display control unit installation
Connect display unit as shown in Fig.10 and then connect the VGA cable.
4.4.2 Power supply
connection
Refer to Fig. 11 to connect
and plug the other end in the
power socket.
NOTE: The power socket must

Fig.11 power supply connection

Fig.12 air supply connection

comply with the local standard and requirement in point 2.4 in this manual.
4.4.3 Air supply connection
Air supply must comply with the requirement in point 2.4 in this manual. Adjust
the air according to Air Treatment FRL Operation Manual（Fig.12）.

5 Starting to Use
5.1 Startup Self-check
Switch on the balancer，system start self-check and then enter the preset balancing
mode. The default mode is dynamic mode.
5.2 Wheel Mounting and Dismounting
5.2.1 U-581H Wheel Mounting and Dismounting
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There are two ways of wheel mounting, front direction and reverse direction. First
choose the taper sleeve that matches with the rim hole size to ensure the central
hole is within the range of the cone and then mount the wheel as shown in Fig.13.
Finally tighten the quick change nut.
Dismount the wheel by screwing off the quick change nut and removing the wheel
and sleeve.
5.2.2 U-581H-1 Wheel mounting and
dismounting
Same as 5.2.1, there are two ways of
mounting wheel. First choose the
sleeve that matches the rim hole size
to ensure the central hole is within
the range of the cone, then mount
wheel front direction mounting

the wheel as shown in Fig.13 and
finally step on the foot pedal to finish
mounting.
On the contrary, open the guard and
step on the foot pedal, remove the
wheel and sleeve 。 NOTE ： When
mounting wheel on U-581H-1, Attach

wheel reverse direction mounting

the wheel to the flange plate as near

Fig. 13 U-581H wheel mounting

as possible. Push the adapter (locking
sleeve) to the rim and then step foot pedal to lock it.
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Wheel front direction mounting

animation of mounting and dismounting

Wheel reverse direction mounting

animation of mounting and dismounting

Fig. 14 U-581H-1 wheel mounting

5.2.3 Mounting special wheels
5.2.3.1 Mounting over-wide wheel

Fig.15 over-wide wheel mounting

Fig. 16 wheel without central hole

An optional accessory XSTD-2X named extension flange is needed to mount
over-wide wheels. Assemble the flange as shown in Fig.15 and then mount the
wheel. This accessory can widen the width of the wheel to be measured.
5.2.3.2 Mounting wheels without central hole
A special accessory XSTD-61 (optional) is needed to mount the wheels without
central hole. Mount as shown in Fig.16.
5.3 Balance Operation
5.3.1 Switch on to select balance mode
Switch on the balancer, system animation starts and enter the main screen (Fig.
16

17). Press

to enter measurement screen（ The default mode is “standard

dynamic mode. User can set the default mode through system settings. See
Fig.17）.

Fig.17 start up

In measurement mode，press

to enter balance mode selection（see

Fig.18）. Select according to different wheel types and user’s preference. PP mode,
an assisted check and evaluation mode, is to measure the rim radial runout and

Fig.18 balance mode

axial runout value. Except
static balance, all others
belong

to

standard

dynamic balance.

Parameter ABD

EALU2 parameter

EALU1 parameter

Fig.19 Wheel parameter
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In non –motorcycle balance modes, EALU mode is highly recommended as it is
much more convenient, faster and precise. It is a good substitute for traditional
ALU balance mode. Enter EALU 1 or EALU 2 by
pulling automatic gauge to measure the rim size
(see Chapter 5.3.2.1 input wheel parameter

automatically)

Fig.20 measure AD value

5.3.2 Wheel parameter input
Enter
measurement
mode （ except PP
mode ） ,

input
automatically enter EALU2 mode

wheel

parameter

automatically enter EALU1 mode

Fig.21 measure AD value

first.（ See Fig.19）
5.3.2.1 Input wheel
parameter
automatically
Pull

out

Fig. 22 measure AD value

the

automatic gauge, the screen shows operation synchronously (Fig.20). Gauge back
and A D values are taken. System returns to measurement screen automatically. B
value will be automatically input before closing the wheel guard to start
measurement.
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If continuing to pull gauge to the
second point, system will automatically
enter EALU1 or EALU2 to

get A1，A2，D1，

D2 or input A，A2，D，D2 values（ Fig.21）.
Gauge

back,

selections

the

as

screen

shown

will
in

show
Fig.22.

Fig. 23 input or modify parameters in
dynamic,static，ALUx mode

Measurement mode can be changed with
the rotary knob. If not change, neglect the
selection and enter EALUx measurement
mode.
5.3.2.2 Input wheel parameters manually
Press

to enter manually input

Fig. 24 input or modify parameters in EALU2

screen. Select the items by turning the
rotary knob. Press it to confirm and enter
the input status. Turn the knob to modify
the value and press it to input parameters.
In the input status, press

to change

the unit（ mm/inch）, or press

to

Fig. 25 input or modify parameters in EALU1

modify the resolution （ 1mm/5mm ， 0.5
inch/1.0 inch）.Press
Press

to

to control light.
exit and

return

to

measurement screen.
In standard dynamic, static1-5 or

Fig. 26 input or modify parameters in
motorcycle mode mode
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ALU1~ALU7 status，Press

to enter A、B、D input status（ Fig.23）.

The rotary knob sequence 1-5 is marked in the picture accordingly.
Press

to return and start measurement directly.

In EALU2 status，Press

to enter A、D、A2、D2 input（Fig.24）.

The rotary knob sequence 1-6 is marked in
the picture accordingly.
Press

to return and start measurement

directly.
In EALU1staturs，press

to enter A1、D1、

A2、D2 input（Fig.25）.
The rotary knob sequence 1-6 is marked in
the picture accordingly.
Press

Fig.27 balance point of car wheel

to return and start

measurement directly.
In motorcycle mode，press
to enter A、B、D input（Fig.26）.
The rotary knob sequence
1-5 is marked in the picture

weight for sticking

Fig.28 balance weight

accordingly.
Press

weight for clamping

to return and start measurement directly.

5.3.3 Weight clamping and sticking position
There are 5 balance points of the car wheel, P1，P2，P3，P4

and P5. At P1 and

P5, weight should be clamped at 12 o’clock; P2，P3 and P4 should be stuck at 12
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o’clock or 6 o’clock.（Fig.27）.
5.3.3.1 Weight material and types
See balance weight shapes in Fig.28. The
materials are Pb, Zn and Fe.
In the main screen, press

，a selection box will

pop up. Turn the rotary knob to select weight

Fig.29 weight material selection

material（Fig.29）.
5.3.3.2 Sticking position
See Fig. 30 for 12 o’clock sticking position P2~P4. 6 o’clock position is the
P2

P3

P4

Fig.30 sticking postion

same.
The above positions are not suitable
for EALU1 and EALU2 modes, as their
positions are decided by the measuring
gauge.
Fig.31 standard dynamic balance

5.3.4 Standard dynamic balance

The system default mode is standard dynamic balance（Fig.31）.In other modes,
refer to the operation in Chapter 5.3.1 Select dynamic balance when start up

to

enter dynamic mode.
Dynamic balance is a vector balance mode, which is done at P1 and P5. For the
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wheel, the width of which is smaller than 2.5 inches, instead of dynamic balance,
static balance is recommended.
Follow the operation in Chapter 5.3.2 input wheel parameter to input AD
values. B value can be measured when closing the wheel guard.（Fig.32）
5.3.4.1 Dynamic balance measurement
After B value measurement, system
automatically starts balance measurement,
or when the wheel guard is closed down,
press

to start balance measurement

（Fig.33）. During measurement, the icon
Fig.32 measure width automatically

turns to

.

Measurement will automatically stop in
about 7 seconds, and the first stop and
lock is at the biggest unbalance point.
Dynamic balance measurement is
finished.

Fig.33 during dynamic balance measurement

5.3.4.2 Emergency stop during measurement
During measurement，for emergency stop, press

or step on the foot pedal

or open the wheel guard to
stop measurement.（Fig.34）.
5.3.4.3 Dynamic balancing

Foot pedal to stop. press button to stop. open guard to stop.
Fig.34 emergency stop methods

operation

Open the wheel guard, and the wheel is locked. The inner 12 o’clock laser
mark and lights are illuminated automatically. Follow the operation in Fig.35,
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clamp the weight at 12 o’clock position.

Fig.35 clamp inner weight operation

After inner operation，press

, system will automatically locate the

outer unbalance point and lock. Follow the operation in Fig.36 to complete outer
balancing. Then dynamic balancing operation is finished.

Fig.36 clamp outer weight operation

Press

to unlock, rotate the wheel. When the unbalance point is located, it

will inching brake and stop at the unbalance point.
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In the case that wheel guard is closed, step on foot switch or press
measurement or rotation.

Static1

Static 2

Static 4

Static 5

to stop
Static3

In the case that wheel guard is
open, the foot switch of U-581H-1
can

control

mounting

and

dismounting the wheel.

Fig.37 static balance mode

5.3.5 Static 1～5 balance
Due to different balance point，there
are 5 static balance modes（Fig.37）, among
which STA1 ,STA2 and STA3 are balanced
inside of the wheel and STA 4 ～ 5 are
balanced outside of the wheel. The five
balance

points

of

STA1-5

are

Fig.38 Sta 2 measurement

P1~P5

correspondingly. Refer to Chapter 5.3.3

weight clamping and sticking position.
Taking Static 2 as an example to show
the balance measurement.
Follow

Chapter

5.3.1select

balance

Fig.39 width measurement

mode when start up to enter STA2 mode.
Static balance is moment balance mode
（ Fig.38 ）， and it adopts single point
balancing.
Follow Chapter 5.3.2 wheel parameters
Fig.40 during static balance measurement
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input to input A D values. In fact , only D values is needed in this balance mode ,
but in case the other parameters should be used in other balance modes, system
also takes A，B values.
B value can be automatically measured when closing the wheel guard.（Fig.39）.
5.3.5.1 Static balance measurement
After B value measurement, system automatically starts balance measurement,
or when the wheel guard is closed down, press
(Fig.40).During measurement, the icon

turns to

to start measurement.
.

Measurement will automatically stop in about 7 seconds, and it stops at the

12
o’clock

6
o’clock

Fig.41 Static balancing operation

unbalance point. Static balance measurement is finished.
5.3.5.2 Static balancing operation
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Open the wheel guard, and the wheel is locked. The inner 12 o’clock laser
mark and lights are illuminated automatically. Follow the operation in Fig.41.1,
stick the weight at 12 o’clock position to finish balancing.
Press

to shift sticking position between 12o’clock and 6 o’clock. It is

much easier to stick at 6 o’clock position and convenient to clean the inside
surface of the rim.（Fig.41.2）。
5.3.6

OPT function

OPT can only be used in standard dynamic mode and static mode. This function is
to compensate the unbalance between the tire and the steel rim so as to reduce
the weight to be added as light as possible.
When the condition is allowed,（see Chapter

6.8.6 OPT start value（g） or Chapter 6.8.7 OPT
start value（OZ），the button

will appear in

the screen.
Fig.42 OPT operation 1

5.3.6.1

Start OPT

Press

to start OPT program （Fig.42）.If it is If balance point is locked,

U-581H-1 can unlock automatically.
5.3.6.1.1

Step 1

First, rotate the
nozzle to 12 o’clock
and stay there, then
press, then press

Fig.43 OPT operation 2

to memorize the 0
position，mark with a chalk a reference point which is corresponding to the nozzle.
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5.3.6.1.2

Step 2

Remove the wheel from the balancer. Slide the rim against the tire for 180 degrees
with a tire changer. Refer to Fig.43 for the chalk mark and nozzle.
Mount the wheel on the balancer again, rotate
the nozzle to 12 o’clock and stay there, press
, memorize 0 position.
5.3.6.1.3

Step 3

Close the wheel guard, or if the wheel guard
already closed, press
OPT

measurement.

（Fig.44.1）to start
When

finished, rotate the wheel to

measurement
position

and mark “十” on the tyre (Fig.44.2）. Press
to continue.
Fig.44 OPT operation 3

5.3.6.1.4 Step 4
Take off the wheel, slide the tire with a tire
changer, make the nozzle of the rim coincide
with the “十”on the tire（Fig.45）. OPT is
finished, the 5g shown in the outside is the
remained static unbalance value after OPT.
Press

to finish OPT and return to the

Fig.45 OPT operation 4

original measurement status.
During OPT operation, if necessary, press
measurement status.
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to stop and return to the original

5.3.7 Aluminum rim ALU1~7 balance
For different inner shape of the aluminum rim,

there are 7 Alu modes

（ Fig.46）
Taking ALU1 as example.
Follow Chapter 5.3.1 select balance mode when start up to enter ALU1 mode.
Operate exactly in the same way as Chapter“5.3.4.1 balance measurement. A D
values must be input first.

mode

stick

ALU2

the

and

outside

ALU3

clamp inside and stick
outside

lights are illuminated. Follow Fig.47 to

P1&P4 combination,
clamp inside and stick

ALU4

operate and stick weight at 12 o’clock.

outside

to shift sticking position

P2&P5combination,
stick inside and clamp

ALU5

between 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock.

outside

The exact position is shown in fig.30

P3&P5combination,
stick inside and clamp

ALU6

“ P2”.

outside

to

P2&P4combination,
stick

ALU7

locate the outer unbalance point and
lock it.
Outer

inside

P1&P3 combination,

Inner 12 o’clock laser marker and

After inner balance, press

and

outside

wheel guard, the wheel is locked.

Press

inside

P2 &P3 combination,

5.3.7.1 ALU1 balancing operation
open

stick

ALU1

value is input automatically.

measurement,

description

P2 &P4 combination,

When closing the wheel guard, B

After

icon

inside

and

outside.

Fig.46 ALU1~7 balance

balancing

operation

is

shown in Fig.49. Stick weight at 12 o’clock. Press
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to shift sticking position

between 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock. The exact position is shown in Fig.30“P3”.

12
o’clock

6 o’clock

Fig.47 ALU1 inner balancing operation

5.3.7.2

Other ALU balancing operation

The other ALU balancing operations are almost the same as ALU1. They differ
only in the balance point position and way of clamping or sticking（Fig.48）.

Fig.48 sticking and clamping position in ALU1-7 modes
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After measurement, if changing to other balance mode, it is not necessary to
do balance measurement, Just do balancing operation according to the
displayed values.

12
o’clock

6
o’clock

Fig 49

5.3.8

shift between 12’/ 6’changge

EALU balance

EALU balance is a highlight of this balancer.
It performs precise AlU balancing operation
with the aid of automatic gauges. There are
two modes: EALU1 and EALU2.
5.3.8.1 Enter EALU balance mode and

Fig.50 EALU1mode
图 51 EALU2 平衡模式
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input wheel parameters
In any measurement mode, follow the
operation in Chapter 5.3.2.1wheel parameter

automatically input. Pull out the gauge
continuously to enter EALU1 balance mode
（Fig.50） or EALU2 balance mode（ Fig.51）.
Fig.51 EALU2 mode

All the operations of the two modes are the
same except inner clamping or sticking.
Taking EALU1 balance as an example.
5.3.8.2 EALU1 balance measurement
Like other modes, close the guard to
start balance measurement. When finished，
Fig.52 EALU1 balance measurement

it will automatically stop and lock at
the

inner

or

outer

biggest

unbalance point ( Fig.52）.
5.3.8.3 EALU1sticking weight
operation
5.3.8.3.1

EALU1

outer

Fig.53 EALU1 outer sticking operation2

sticking

operation
At the unbalance position（Fig.28，outer 55g），
the outer values flashes and at the same time the
arrow indicates pulling out the gauge. Take a 55g
weight，remove the back cover of the weight,

Fig.54 EALU1 outer sticking
operation2
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clamp it at the end of the gauge and pull out the
gauge as shown in Fig. 53.1. Stick the weight at
the indicated position （Fig.53.2）. Outer sticking
operation is finished.

Fig.55 select the number of spokes
in SPL1mode

5.3.8.3.2 EALU inner sticking operation
Press

， system automatically locates

and

locks at the inner unbalance position. In EALU1
balance mode，inner 35 g balancing operation is the
same as outer operation (Fig.54).

Fig.56 confirm the phase in
SPL1 mode

In EALU2 balance mode, clamp the weight shown

in“INNER”on the position indicated by the laser. ( refer to Fig.35 inner clamping
weight )
5.3.9

SPL function

This function is to split an unbalance weight that needs to be stuck on the outside
into 2 equivalent weights and hide them behind the two neighboring spokes so as
not to affect the rim appearance. It has two modes,SPL1 andSPL2, which can be
selected by the settings in Chapter 6.8.8. SPL mode selection. In ALU2,ALU3, EALU1
and EALU2 mode, if there is unbalance
outside， press

to enter SPL operation.

During SPL operation, press

or

to stop it.
5.3.9.1

SPL1 mode

The first step in SPL1 mode is to select the
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Fig.57

SPL operation screen

number of spokes. (Fig.55)
5.3.9.1.1 Select the number of spokes
Select the number of spokes with the rotary knob.
The amount of spokes ranges from 3 to 10. After
selection , go to the next step.
5.3.9.1.2 Confirm the phase
Take any spoke as the start one and rotate it to
o’clock,(Fig.56) press

12

Fig.58 vector split

to confirm the start point.

Split function is finished（Fig.57）.
After split, two unbalance positions will appear on the outside ( That the original
unbalance position just appears behind one spoke is an exception). Both of the
sticking positions are behind the spokes and
the total weight and positions are equivalent
to the original one weight.（Fig.58）
Press

to automatically locate an

unbalance point and lock.（Fig.59）
Follow Fig.53 and Fig.54 to stick weight
on the first point. Press

Fig.59

SPL operation screen

again

to locate the other unbalance point
and balance it.
SPL1 is convenient to do for
regularly

distributed

Fig. 60 SPL1

spokes.

Fig.61

SPL2

However, there is a limitation for other structure spokes. For instance, the spokes
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in Fig. 60 can only be split in this way. While in Fig.61, neighboring spokes cannot
be split.
5.3.9.2

SPL2 mode

SPL2 is a more flexible mode
which

allows

unbalanced

neighboring spokes to be

Unbalance point

After put the

After put the

appearingposition

neighboring first spoke

neighboring first spoke

at 12’, press this button.

at 12’, press this button.

split.

Fig.62 SPL2 operation

5.3.9.2.1 Select the first spoke
Select Spoke1 (Fig.62.2) near the unbalance position（Fig.62.1）, at 12o’clock
press

to confirm.

5.3.9.2.2 Select the second spoke
Select Spoke 2 near the unbalance position（ Fig.62.3）. At 12 o’clock, press

to

confirm. SPL2 split is finished.
Same as SPL1，two unbalance positions will appear after split and the sticking
positions are behind the spokes. The weight and position of the two
counterweights are equivalent to the original one weight.(Fig.58)
5.3.10

Motorcycle balance

Motorcycle balance consists of dynamic and static balance and needs to be
performed with special accessories.
In

any

measurement

mode,

follow

the

operation in Chapter 5.3.1 select balance mode

when start up to enter motorcycle balance
mode. (Fig.63，Fig.67）

Fig.63 motorcycle dynamic balance

As instructed in Fig.64, install the special clamp and extension gauge.
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5.3.10.1

Motorcycle

accessory tare weight
removing operation
The balancer provides a
special motorcycle accessory
tare

weight

function,

Fig.64 motorcycle accessory installation

removing

which

means

removing the tare weight of
the accessory to ensure more
precise measurement.
Press

Fig.65 motorcycle accessory tare weight removing

to enter tare weight

removing operation.（Fig.65）.
Close the guard to start tare
weight removing operation.
When measurement finished,
both inner and outer display
0,0 . Tare weight removing is

Fig. 66 motorcycle wheel mounting

finished.
5.3.10.2

Motorcycle dynamic balance

operation
Mount the wheel on the balancer as
shown

in

Fig.

66.

The

steps

of

measurement and balancing operation are
the same as those of standard dynamic in
Fig.67 motorcycle static balance measurement
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Chapter 5.3.4.1
Sticking method is used in this mode.
Refer to Chapter 5.3.3 clamping and

sticking position.
5.3.10.3

Motorcycle Static balance

operation

Fig. 68 motorcycle balance weight

Mount the wheel on the balancer as
shown

in

Fig.

66.

The

steps

of

measurement and balancing operation are
the same as those of standard dynamic in
Chapter 5.3.5.1.
Clamp weight as shown in Fig.68.

Fig. 69 runout measurement screen

5.3.11 Rim radial runout and axial
runout measurement
In any measurement mode, follow
Chapter 5.3.1select balance mode when
start up to enter rim runout values
measurement mode , which is called PP

Fig.70 radial and axial runout measurement

measurement（Fig.69）.
This mode is to give the user objective evaluation of the rim condition by
checking the rim radial runout and axial runout error and the position of the
maximum runout value.
This operation should be done on the surface of the inner edge of the rim,
therefore, the weight clamped inside of the rim should be removed to ensure no
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barrier on the surface.
As shown in Fig.69，Use the left hand to
pull out the gauge until against the inner
wall of the rim edge slot. Hold the O shape
ring at the end of the gauge closely
against the rim and keep the gauge end
rolling in the rim edge slot. When finished,
press

Fig.70 runout measurement screen

with right hand to enter next step.

As holding the O shape right closely against the rim with the left hand, push
the wheel forward slowly with the right hand to start runout measurement.
(Fig.70)
When measurement finished, it gives a beep sound and the screen displays as
shown in Fig.70.
The curve in the figure is the radial and axial changes in a cycle. The
within the limits means rim condition is good.
Press
5.3.12
This

to complete measurement and return to the main screen.

Multi-users management
function

is

for

managing

different modes and habits used by
different users.
In the main screen, press

to enter

user shift page. Select the current user
with the rotary knob. The result will be
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Fig.71 User shift

change

saved automatically.
When shifted to the new user’s mode, the balancer will save all the old user’s
mode then start the new user’s mode, including measurement mode, wheel
parameters, unit, weight type , habit and so on.
In balance mode , the current user

will appear at the left top of the screen.

Meantime the working times of each user can be enquired in the “usage
information”

in

chapter

6.1.

This

function can manage different operators
( multi-team) ， and can manage the
balance operation of wheels in different
batches and with different parameters
Fig.72 accessory management

（mainly for tire factory）.

图 47 平衡块材质管理

5.3.13 Balance weight material selection
In the main screen，Press

to enter weight material selection page. Follow the

operation in Chapter 5.3.3.1 weight material and type, in balance mode, the
selected material will be displayed at the left top of the screen“Zn”、
“Fe” or “Pb”
5.3.14 Usage of accessories
In the main screen, press

to enter accessory management page. Select the

number of the accessory with the rotary knob and install it. The result will be saved
automatically.
If accessory management function is set in Chapter 6.9 accessory parameter
setting，in balance mode, the current accessory number
the left top of the screen.
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will be displayed at

5.3.15

Additional functions

5.3.15.1 Balance value precisely display
quantifying display status

function
During balance operation，press

and hold on

button, the inner and outer box will display

Precisely display status
Fig.73 value display

the precise unbalance values（Fig.73.2）. Release
, it will return to the quantifying display status.
（Fig.73.1）
Fig.74 length display status shift
12’or

ALU-2

12’or

both

inside and outside at

length precisely display or quantifying

ALU-3

12’or 6’ outside

ALU-4

inside,12’

ALU-7

This cleaning function is designed for

STA2

inner surface of the wheel rim is clean
,

12’ or 6’ inside
12 clamping outside，
12’ or 6’ inside
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STA3

STA mode

displayed on the screen or by the laser

6’for

both

inside and outside at

12’ or 6’ inside
12’or

the sticking position will shift between 12”
and 6”and the exact position will be

6’

the same time
EALU mode

weight sticking mode so as to ensure the

or

12’ clamping outside,

12’or

5.3.15.2 Wheel cleaning function

inside,

outside

ALU-6

display status.（Fig.74）。

12’clamping
12’clamping

ALU-5

to

ALU balance mode

function

enough to stick the weight on. Press

6’for

the same time

Length precisely display

While inputting parameters，press

inside and outside at
the same time

and

simultaneously.
5.3.15.2

both

EALU1

press

6’for

EALU2

state”,

6’for

both

inside and outside at
the same time

STA4

display

ALU-1

If the user wants to keep“precisely

12’

or

outside
Fig.75 wash status

6’

shift

marker.（Fig.75）
5.3.15.3 Lighting function
The equipment has a function to light the
weight

sticking

position

and

gauge

measurement position.
In any measurement mode， switch on or

Fig.76 radial and axial runout
measurement

off the lighting power by pressing
thus supplying the temporary light. For protection, the light will be off
automatically after 100 seconds.
5.3.15.4 Sleeping function
This function can be set as stated in Chapter 6.8.3. Without any operation during
the set sleeping time, the balancer will sleep automatically. (Fig.76, black screen
with only logo flying).Meantime, system will release and turn off the main
electricity powered parts and display sleeping state. Pressing any key or any
operation will wake it up to work again.
5.3.15.5 Precise balance mode and weight -saving balance mode
Weight-saving mode can be set in Chapter 6.4.3 balance mode. For precise
balance in dynamic balance mode, when inner and outer unbalance value is
<5g( the standard) and the total static balance value is <5g too, it will show“0”，
“0”, which can be taken as the perfect balance. Precise balance mode can remove
the residual unbalance thus improving balance quality.
Whereas, weight -saving balance mode, compared with precise balance mode, can
not only meet requirement of the precision but also save the weight at its best,
thus gradually helping save money.
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5.3.15.6 Real time unit shift function
When doing unbalance measurement, press
When inputting wheel parameter, press

to shift the unit g/oz.
to shift the unit mm/ inch at any

time.
5.3.15.8 Brake lock point correction function
This function is used to correct the unbalance point locked at wrong position.
Hold on the start button until the system enters the main screen.
the main screen，press

, the icon

appears in

will appear.

While doing balance measurement and locating the unbalance point
automatically, the system can automatically studies correcting the error of the
brake point. After measurement, system returns to the main screen. Press
restart the balancer to finish.

6 System settings
6.0 System setting navigation

Fig.77 system settings

In the main screen, press

to enter system settings（Fig. 78）
。

Select the items in the root directory with the rotary knob（Fig.77），press
to enter the sub-directory.
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or

In the sub-directory, press
return to the root directory.
directory press

to
In root

to save the setting

and return to the main screen.
6.1 Information inquiry（Fig.79）
6.1.1 Software version

Fig.78 system setting screen

It provides software version number. User
cannot change it.

6.1.2 Hardware version
It provides hardware version number.
User cannot change it.
6.1.3 Issue date

Fig.79 Information inquiry

The software issue date. User cannot
change it.
6.1.4 Usage information
It provides the total working times of the equipment. User cannot delete it.
6.1.5 Weight consumption quantity
It records the quantity of the weight used by the balancer. User cannot delete
it.
6.1.6 The current running times
It records how many times the balancer is used for the current term. User can
delete it.
6.1.7 The current consumed weight quantity
It records the consumed weight quantity in the current term. User can delete
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it.
6.1.8 Production number
It records the serial number given in the factory. User cannot change it.
6.1.9 Production Date
It records the date of production. User cannot change it.
6.2 Language setting
Select the language with the rotary knob.
（Fig.80）
The current version 1.01.00）includes 16
languages,

English,

Traditional

Chinese,

German,
Spanish,

Chinese,
Korean,

Fig.80 language selection

Japanese, Russian, Turkish，Hungarian，Romanian, Slovenian and Italian.
6.3 Wheel guard setting
The guard must be set effective to protect the operator according to different
local laws.
Select, confirm or edit the sub-items with the rotary knob.（Fig.81）。
6.3.1 Wheel guard protection
When

set

“effective”,

the

measurement can be started only when
guard is closed. If the guard is opened
during measurement, the balancer will
be braked and stop.

Fig.81 wheel guard setting

When it is set “ineffective”, the
wheel guard installation has no influence on the balancer.
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6.3.2 Closing wheel guard to measure automatically
When set “effective”, The moment that the wheel guard is closed, the
measurement will be started at the same time. This can be selected according to
the local law.
6.3.3 wheel guard automatically on an off control
When the accessory in this unit installed, set it effective, press

or

,

the wheel guard will be on or off automatically. The guard can be on or off
manually too.
6.4 Unbalance value setting
6.4.1 Minimum value (gram）
When the unit is gram, only the
Fig.82 unbalance value setting

value bigger than the minimum
value (gram) can be displayed.
6.4.2 Minimum value (oz）

When the unit is oz, only the value bigger than the minimum value(oz) can be
displayed.

6.4.3 Balance mode
Two

modes

of

balance:

“ saving weight mode ” and
“precise weight mode”. When

Fig.83 parameter“a”setting

selecting “saving weight mode”，the system will do the balance in its relative way.
When selecting “precise mode”， the system will do the balance in its relative
way.
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6.5 Parameter“a”setting
Refer to Fig. 83 for“a”setting items
6.5.1 Parameter a startup default value(mm）
When the unit is“mm”， parameter startup default value is mm.
6.5.2 Parameter a startup default value(inch）
When the unit is“inch”， parameter startup default value is inch.
6.5.3 Automatic gauge a&d effectiveness setting
Automatic gauges a and d are
assembled together. This setting
can turn on or off a&d at the same
time.

Fig.84

parameter“b”setting

6.6 Parameter“b”setting
Parameter“b”can be measured by sonar or by hand. Refer to Fig.84. for items.
6.6.1 Parameter b startup default value(mm）
When the unit is “ mm ”，
parameter startup default value is
mm.
Fig.85

6.6.2 Parameter b startup default

parameter“d”setting

value(inch）
When the unit is“inch”， parameter startup default value is inch.
6.6.3 Automatic gauge b effectiveness setting
Sonar gauge“b”is installed at the outer edge of the rim, where the gauge can
be set on or off.
6.7 Parameter“d”setting
Refer to Fig.85 for items
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6.7.1 Parameter d startup
default value(mm）
When the unit is “ mm ”，
parameter startup default value is
mm.
6.7.2 Parameter d startup
default value(inch）
When the unit is “ inch ”，
parameter startup default value is
inch.

Fig.86 control panel setting

6.7.3 Automatic gauge ad effectiveness setting
Same as Chapter 6.5.3 “ad”effectiveness setting.
6.8 Control panel setting
Refer to Fig. 86 for items.
6.8.1 Electric beep
Beep can be on or off. If it is set “off”, sticking weight beep will be off.
6.8.2 Sticking weight beep
In EALU mode, when pulling the gauge to stick the weight, in addition to the
animation on the screen, the system also beeps to indicate the sticking. The nearer
to the position, the faster the beeps. It long beeps when arriving at the position.
6.8.3 Sleeping setting
Set sleeping off or on or set sleeping time with the rotary knob,5min，10min，
15min，20min，25min，30min，40min，50min，60min，90min，120min, 240min
and 0 minute, 0 is screen protection.
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6.8.4 Laser indicator setting
This function is to turn off or
on 12’ or 6’weight clamping or
sticking position laser indicator.
6.8.5 Weight sticking indicating

Fig.87 accessory parameter setting

light
This function is to control the light inside of the wheel.
6.8.6 OPT startup value(gram）
This function is to set the minimum value for doing OPT. When the maximum
static balance value is over this value, OPT can be done.
6.8.7 OPT startup value（oz）
This function is to set the minimum value for doing OPT. When the maximum
static balance value is over this value, OPT can be done.
6.8.8 SPL function setting
The current split mode can be set as “SPL -1-”or“SPL -2-”SPL. SPL is split
of the neighboring spokes. SPL 2 is the split by the number of spokes.
6.8.9 Unbalance position locating and locking function
It controls the usage of electric motor brake.
6.9 Accessory parameter setting
The equipment provides 6 accessories, which are numbered from No.1 to No.6
In the main screen , press

to select.

6.10 Wheel jack setting
The wheel jack is an optional part, which can be connected with the balancer
and lift the wheel.
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6.10.1 Automatic control
This function can protect the balancer and the jack and conduct the relevant
control
6.10.2 Mount the wheel automatically
The wheel can be automatically lifted by the wheel jack and mounted on the
balancer shaft with the pedal switch.
6.10.3 Dismount the wheel automatically
After the measurement with
the assistance of the jack, the
wheel

can

be

automatically

dismounted from the balancer
shaft with the pedal switch
6.10.4 Pedal switch control
Fig.88 accessory parameter setting

The brake pedal has the

function of control the wheel balancer and the wheel jack.

7 Calibration program
In the main screen, press

to enter calibration program. The items are

Fig.89 calibration program
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shown in Fig.89. Enter the program, it will
shows the screen as Fig.90
7.1 Shaft zero calibration
Shaft zero calibration is to remove the
unbalance point of the shaft through the
software.。Prepare a wheel and a chalk first.

Fig.90 calibration program screen

Select the icon and turn the rotary knob
to enter shaft calibration program. (Fig.91).
Mount the wheel and mark the inner of
the wheel with the chalk.（Fig.92.1）。
Fig.91 shaft zero calibration

Close

the

wheel guard or if
the wheel guard is
closed

already

press

,
to

start

Fig.92 shaft zero calibration

measurement. After measurement, release the wheel and slide the wheel to be
180 degree of against the shaft and then lock
it.（ Fig.92.2）
Close wheel guard again or if the guard
is

already

closed,

measurement.

After

press

to

start

measurement,

zero

calibration is finished.

Fig.93 weight calibration 1
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7.2 Weight calibration
Prepare a wheel and a
100g

standard

test

weigh.

There are 3 steps:
Select the icon and turn

Fig.94 weight calibration 2

the rotary knob to enter weight
calibration program.(Fig.93)

Mount a wheel ( suggested
size

13”-20”).Follow

operation

in

Chapter

the
5.3.2

Fig.95

weight calibration 3

wheel parameter input. Close
to start measurement.

the wheel guard or if the guard is already closed, press

When finished, it displays as shown in Fig.94. Step 1 is finished.
Clamp a 100g weight at the outer position as shown in the figure. Close the wheel
guard or if the guard is already closed, press

to start measurement. After

measurement, it will display as Fig.95. Step 2 is finished.
Take off the weight from the outside, clamp it at the inside of the wheel。 Close
the wheel guard or if the guard is already closed, press

to start measurement.

After measurement, the whole calibration is finished. Return to the root directory
as shown in Fig.90
7.3 Gauge“a”calibration
Prepare a caliper：XSTD-02（Fig.96）

Fig.96 XSTD-02 caliper

Turn the rotary knob to select the icon and press it to enter gauge a calibration.
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（Fig.97.1）.
Return the gauge
“a” to zero and press
the knob to confirm the

Fig.97

gauge“a” calibration

zero point, enter the next screen.（Fig.97.2）.
Follow the figure to put the caliper between
the gauge and the balancer cabinet, press the knob
to compete calibration. Enter test screen (Fig.98)）.
Pull the gauge“a”，the value at the right top

Fig.98

Gauge“a”test

of the screen change real time，which means the

Fig.99 gauge“d”calibration

real time “a”value. Pull “a”back to zero

point , calibration is finished and the

system returns to root directory as shown in Fig.90.
7.4 Gauge“d”calibration
Prepare a caliper：XSTD-02（Fig.96）
Turn the rotary knob to select the icon and

Fig.100 gauge“d”test

press it to enter gauge “d” calibration. （Fig.99.1）
Return the gauge “d” to zero and press the rotary knob to confirm the zero
point, enter the next screen.（Fig.97.2）.
Follow the Fig. 99.2 to put the caliper between the gauge and the balancer
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shaft, press the knob to compete calibration. Enter test screen
At this moment 12’ laser is illuminated. Make the center of the gauge end
straight to the laser beam, press the knob to complete calibration. Enter the test
screen. (Fig.100)
Turn Gauge “d”, the value at the right top of the screen will change real time,
which means the real time value of “d”. Return Gauge “d” to zero and
calibration automatically
finished.

The

system

returns to root directory
as shown in Fig.90.
Fig.101 gauge“b” calibration

7.5 Gauge“b”calibration
Prepare a flat board (300x300mm) and a ruler
Turn the rotary knob to select the icon(Fig.101.1）, press the knob and enter
gauge b calibration program（Fig.101.2）
a. Follow the figure to measure with the ruler
and put the flat board near the sonar 400mm.
a. Or

put

the

flat

board

at

a

distance

Fig.102 gauge“b”test

( supposing 355mm）, turn the knob to change the
value in Fig.101.2 to the real distance（355mm）。
Press the knob to complete calibration and enter test screen.（Fig.102）
Move the board from the sonar, the real time distance will be displayed at the
right top of the screen.
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8 Test program
This program is to test the key parts inside the machine. Specialist can check

Fig.103 test program

the internal status through this program and find out the error.
In the main screen, press
press

to enter test program root directory (Fig.103)），

to return to the main screen.

In test program screen（Fig.104）， turn
to select the test item and press to enter.
8.1 Switch test
Refer to Fig.105
8.1.1 Rotary knob and indicating lights

Fig.104 test program main screen

test
Turning the knob in two directions , the values
in the screen will change from 0 to 100. Each time
press the knob, the icon and the color of the
indicating light will change at the same time.

Fig.105 switch test

， Judge whether the knob encoder, the knob switch are correct or not. The
3 colors LED tell whether indicating lights are working well or not.
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8.1.2 F1、F2 button and light test
Press

，the button pictures are changed accordingly, the lights icons and

the inner lightening will change as well to show they are on or off. Press

, the

、button

and

button pictures change accordingly. Check whether button
other lightening parts are correct or not.
8.1.3

Start/Stop button and 12’and 6’ laser

test
Press

, 12’ and 6’ laser lights will be on

separately . Check whether the button

, 12’

Fig.106 motor test

and 6’ laser marker are normal or not.
8.1.4 Return to root directory
Press

and

together to return to root directory of test program.

8.2 Motor test
This is to check the motor, electric brake and shaft encoder（Fig.106）
8.2.1 Motor control
Press

to shift the direction of the motor

. Press

to control the

rotation of the motor. At the right top of the screen it shows the real time rotation
speed XXX rmp. Check whether motor driver ,shift unit and electric circuit are
correct or not.
8.2.2 Electric brake test
Press

to control the off/ on of the electric brake. Check the motor driver

is normal or not.
8.2.3 Shaft phase test
Rotate the wheel in the front direction. The phase angle of the shaft will real
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time appear at the right top of the
screen ranging from 0~359 degrees.
Check whether the encoder is correct or
not.
8.2.4 Return to the root directory
Press

and

at the same time to

Fig.107 piezoelectric signal test

return to the root directory.
8.3 Piezoelectric sensor test
Enter the screen, knock at the shaft,
the screen will display the real time curve
of the piezoelectric signal. (Fig.107）
Check whether the signal is correct or
not.

Fig.108 gauge test

Press

to return to the root directory

8.4 Gauge test
Enter the screen, pull out gauge ad,
the ad values will be displayed real time.
Put the hand close to sonar, B value will
also real time appear in the screen
（Fig.108）
Press

Fig.109 internal voltage test

to return to the root
Table 12 voltage of PCB

directory.
8.5 Internal voltage test

name

+12V

VCC

VDD

AVCC

AVSS

-12V

code

“V12”

“Vcc”

“Vdd”

“AVc”

“V5”

“V=”

range

10.5~13V

4.7~5.3V

3.0~3.4V

4.7~5.3V

-5.3~-4.7V

-13~-10.5V
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Enter the screen, the voltage of all nodes of the electric boards are shown in
the scree. (Fig.109)
The normal range of voltage is shown in Fig.12.
Press

to return to the root directory
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9 Prompt information and trouble shooting
Tables 13&14 list the common prompt information and their meanings.
Table.12.1 prompt information
No.
1

Icon

Problem
When

starting

Solution
the

machine, the gauge is not

Return the gauge to zero , press the
rotary knob.

returned to zero position.

2

In guard effective status,

The

during operation the guard

stopped, do measurement again.

is

open

and

current

measurement

is

brake

suddenly。

3

In guard effective status,

Close the guard.

the guard start button is
on.

4

In SPL1 mode, the split

Split again.

angle is t too big.

5

During measurement, the

If

such

prompt

continuously

rotation speed is too low.

appears and measurement is not
possible, check the shaft encoder. If
only appears with the small size
wheel, contact the manufacturer to
solve.

6

In

the

start

status,

operation is stopped by
hand.
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The

current

measurement

stopped, do measurement again.

is

Table 12.2 prompt information
No.

Icon

7

Problem

Solution

In EALU mode and sticking

Go on sticking.

weight is allowable ， if

If user wants to input parameters

measurement is needed to

again, press the knob.

do again, this prompt will
appear.

Table 13 prompt information 1
No.

Icon

description

1

Saving values，please wait.

2

Measuring ，please wait

3

Measuring width, please wait
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10 Appendix
10.1 Electrical Principle
10.1.1 U-581H principle

Fig.110 U-581H electric principle
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10.1.1 U-581H-1 principle

Fig.111

U-581H-1 electric principle
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10.2 Pneumatic circuit principle
10.2.1 U-581H-1 principle
Pneumatic unlock structure

Fig.112 U-581H-1 air circuit principle
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